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Handing Over Session of NEPLAN Software
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EESoc Annual General Meeting 2017

The 21st annual general meeting of Electrical
Engineering Society (EESoc) was proudly held on 13

th

of February 2017 at university premises with the
participation

of

academic

staff

members

and

undergraduates of the Department of Electrical
Engineering. Emeritus Prof. J.R.Lucas added glamour
to the event with their presence.

year, a throwback video on the projects carried
through the year was displayed.
The board of officials for the year 2017/2018 were
appointed among the EESoc members through
nominations. Along with the warm wishes from the
outgoing board of official, the new board of officials
commenced their duties.

Delivering the Welcome speech, President Dr. Lidula
N. Widanagama Arachchi emphasized on the events
carried out during the past year. The minutes of the
annual general meeting 2016 and the annual financial
report of year 2016 were presented by the Secretary
and the Junior treasurer respectively.
Annual Report of year 2016/2017 was handed over to
the Head of Department, Electrical Engineering, Prof.
Nalin Wickramarachchi by Vice president Mr. V.D.
Weerasinghe. Drawing back the memories to the past

Power Electronic Drives Workshop
In line with the technological advancement power

to variable speed drives, 3 – phase induction motors,

electronics has become an essential part of most of

power electronic converters, control system for ac

the engineering disciplines. In order to broaden the

variable speed drives, selection of ac converters for

knowledge of future engineers with practical aspects

variable speed drive applications and DC drives

a guest lecture was organized on Power Electronics
and Motor Drives by EESoc of University of
Moratuwa. The guest lecture was held on 13th of May
2017 at the Seminar Room, Department of Electrical
Engineering. The workshop was conducted by Mr.
Ananda Sebastian, a well-known professional on

The guest lecture was successfully held for whole the
day with the interaction of students. In the end a
token of appreciation was offered to Mr.Ananda
Sebastian by EESoc for sharing his precious knowledge
and his priceless contribution towards the guest
lecture.

power electronics and motor drives.
Main focus of this lecture was the basic concepts of
variable speed drives, machines and control. In order
to achieve the main objective of the lecture, following
areas were substantially covered. Demonstrate a on
how AC Variable Speed Drives operate., introduction
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We Are With You 2017

“We make living by what we get but, we make a life by

After the welcome ceremony children were directed

what we give”, Winston Churchill. Kindness is the best

to the university grounds for outdoor activities. The

gift that one can give. Revealing the kind and giving

entrance of the game zone was decorated as a castle

nature of Electrical Engineering undergraduates

which delivered the feeling of entering a Kingdom.

annual charity program organized by Electrical

Some undergraduates dressed as characters of

th

Engineering Society (EESoc) was held on 9 of March
th

kingdom era was roaming around the zone adding a

2017 for the 18 consecutive time. We Are With You

different flavor to the entertainment. Most of the

(WAWY), which is focused on the children of

characters were children favorites and they all wanted

Ratmalana Deaf School is organized to create a novel

to have photographs with their favorite character.

experience to the differently abled children. Similar to

Games stimulate mind and body. A Number of games

the previous year’s members of EESoC went to

were organized, each game at a specific place where

Ratmalana Deaf School to usher them to the university

children could go near and participate. Color sorting

premises after the school hours. Without a doubt,

games, targeting games, tin games were among them.

WAWY is the most anticipated event of the children

Winners were awarded delicious chocolates at the

and teachers of the deaf school each year proven by

instant. It was very enjoyable for the children and also

their keen participation. Once reaching the university

to the electrical undergraduates and lecturers who

premises

old

also could participate in games. Parallel to the games a

gymnasium of the university by undergraduates. Event

cricket match and a netball match in between the

flow is always based on a theme, which in this year

school children and undergraduates also took place. It

was based on Kings and Queens. All the children were

was thrilled to witness that how they engage in sports

welcomed to the event by crowning them with

activities also. Free Nescafe was given to each and

handmade crowns to depict them as kings and

every participants.

children

were

escorted

to

the

queens.

At the end of the sports events, children were guided

As the initial step of the occasion, welcome ceremony

back to the old gymnasium where there was an art

began, which was enriched with various items. Gaining

exhibition of the school children and the winners were

knowledge is the first step to wisdom. Therefore

awarded in each age category.

among the events organized general knowledge quiz
held a special place. It was very pleasing to witness
that in spite of their disabilities, these children were
very knowledgeable and keen learners. Knowledge
was not their only capacity. They were good at
aesthetic activities as well. They performed a drama
and a group dancing which were enjoyable for all the
witnesses. Not only the school children but members
of EESoC also showed their colors in acting and
entertainment.

In

between

the

ceremony

refreshments were also given to the all participants.
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WAWY 2017, marking another wonderful event of the

The two hearing aids and a steel cupboard were

year concluded with warm hearts and happy smiles.

donated to the school as a follow up of the event. The

Proving the fact that only disability in life is a bad

donation also included of some gardening equipment

attitude, these children displayed their flying colors of

as requested from the school.

abilities. WAWY provided them a platform to display
their talents, connect with undergraduates, and to
create lifelong memories. Not only the school children
but the students and the staff of electrical engineering
department also benefited with a chance to spread
their kindness, connect with children, and share their
experiences and to create wonderful memories.
Adding more importance to the event, two students
with hearing difficulties who have the potential to
achieve better hearing using hearing aids were
selected and customized hearing aids were designed.

EXMO 2017
The most innovative engineering exhibition in the
history of Sri Lanka, EXMO 2017 was held at university
premises on 28th and 29th April 2017. With the
participation of a massive crowd of
technical
personalities to school children eagerly searching for
technical knowledge, all the Departments of the
Engineering Faculty was overflowed.
As the Department of Electrical Engineering, EESoc took
the initiatives in organizing the Sector of Electrical
Engineering. The final year projects were given a
prompt attention along with the sub sectors of power
systems, electrical installations, electrical machines,
high voltage engineering, robotics and automation,
semester 3 projects and advanced level physics
practical demonstrations. As two large scale exhibits a
coal power plant was modelled which is similar to the
Lakvijaya Coal Power Plant and a layout of a grid
substation. An awareness session was conducted by the
undergraduates to educate the general public on the
importance of electricity and the facts and myths about
electricity.
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Handing Over Session of NEPLAN Power System Toolbox

An introductive session on donation of NEPLAN

used for power system analysis in generation,

software

the

transmission and distribution system including state

coordination of ABB Finland on 26 of April 2017 in

modelling and battery storage modelling. It is highly

the Electrical Engineering seminar room on 1.30 pm

useful for research purposes.

was

organized

by

EESoc

with

th

onwards. The global service head officer from ABB
Finland was visited Sri Lanka and according to request
of ABB Sri Lanka, they organized this interactive
session with him at University of Moratuwa.
University of Peradeniya staff and University of
Ruhuna staff also had invited for this session.

In the end of this session, he was given a token of
appreciation for his contribution to this session. EESoc
special thanks go to ABB for his valuable contribution
on sharing this knowledge with the academic
professionals and undergraduates and software
donation.

On this session they mainly focused on handover the
license free software for the university students of
those three universities as part of their global
cooperate social responsibility (CSR) activity. They
made available this software for universities under the
name of “NEPLAN Power System Toolbox” with a
server license for 25 concurrent users hence facilitate
the laboratory sessions with much ease. They showed
that because of this software which is being widely
used by the world renowned companies and
consulting firms, students can get exposure to the new
technical knowledge. And also they told that, students
can benefits

from

the

technical expertise of

consultants at ABB.
This software is very user friendly software and it is

Upcoming Events

Semester 3 Design Project Competition 2016
For the second consecutive time EESoc in collaboration with the IEEE
Student Branch of University of Moratuwa has organized a competition
to select the best design projects of the Semester 3 Electrical
Engineering undergraduates. With the utter motivation of encouraging
the students to improve their creativity and provide a platform to
appreciate their innovations, the completion will be held on July 2017.
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Robotics Guest Lecture

Robotics is one of the key

trending fields of

The main contribution stems from the use of vision-

engineering with a massive impact on every other

based exteroceptive terrain perception to adapt the

aspect of engineering.

robot’s locomotion parameters. He also pointed out

Taking this timely topic in to consideration a guest
lecture on robotics was organized by EESoc with the
coordination of IEEE RAS on 09th of May 2017. The
lecture was conducted by Dr Navinda Kottege on the
topic Weaver: Hexapod robot with 5DoF limbs for
navigating on unstructured terrain. Dr Navinda
Kottege who is a Senior Research Scientist and Project

key advantages such as ability to run autonomously on
a test bed with variable terrain types illustrate that
adaptive stride and impedance behaviour decreases
the cost of transport by 30% compared to a nonadaptive approach and simultaneously increases body
stability (up to 88% on even terrain and by 54% on
uneven terrain).

Leader in Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial

At the end of the session, appreciating his contribution

Research Organisation in Pullenvale, QLD. has

a token of appreciation was offered on behalf of the

completed his PhD in Engineering at The Australian

students and EESoc .

National University in November 2009.He is a senior
member of the IEEE and the vice-chairperson of the
Queensland joint chapter of the IEEE Robotics and
Automation Society and IEEE Control systems Society.
During the lecture a vast area related to robotics was
discussed with the key emerging technologies.
Conducting the lecture Dr Navinda discussed about
hybrid control architecture for a Weaver, making it
capable of autonomously navigating in uneven terrain.

Upcoming Events

Round Table Conference 2017
Waste Management has become a critical issue in the country with the recent
incidents such as Meethotamulla. Attention is drawn for energy harvesting
through waste, therefor from this edition of the “Round Table Conference”
attention will be drawn on major fields of discussion such as,


Segregation and management of waste.



Different concepts with reference to waste management.



Energy generation techniques from waste.



Proposed projects related to “Waste to energy”

On 13th September 2017 at BMICH.
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Electrical Engineering Society
Stay synchronized to the EESoc Members Grid
Dear EESoc Members,
“EESoc Members Grid”, is the group initiated to keep you updated
about the steps of EESoc as we move forward. This group will
be used to share important updates about the ordinary
and special events of EESoc.

EESoc Board of Officials
2017
Patrons
Prof. S. Kurunarathne
Prof. J.R. Lucas
Prof. H.Y.R. Perera
Prof. N.K Wickramarachchi

http://groups.google.com/group/eesoc-members-grid

We sincerely invite you to join the
“EESoc Members Grid”.

President
Dr. D.P. Chandima

For quick updates, register with twitter.
Type “follow @eesoc_uom”,
send to 40404.

Senior Treasurer
Dr. Rasara Samarasinghe

Vice presidents
Mr. J.T.W.E. Liyanage
Mr. G.S.S. Gamage

Secretary
Mr. S.K.Akmeemana

Assistant Secretary
Mr. W.A.S.S. Wickramaarachchi

Junior Treasurer
Mr. K.A.R.R. Perera

Social Secretary
Mr. I.M.K.R. Gunawardana
Panel of Editors
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